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"Anarchy, U.S.A." is a film produced and distributed by the John Birch Society.
Joseph Jeppson teaches history at the College of San Mateo (California) and is a member
of the Dialogue staff.

The John Birch Society is showing a film around called "Anarchy, U.S.A."
I saw it at a meeting of Young Republicans at the College of San Mateo on
January 10, 1967.

The point of the film is that there is a substantial connection between
Communism and Civil Rights demonstrations. Although Communists may
indeed have taken part in such demonstrations, I could find no evidence of it
in the film. Nor could I find any information in the film to support its asser-
tion that the Algerian Ben Bella was a Communist. The film said that
Castro had once told people that he (Castro) was not a Communist, but
that later he told them he was one. Then Ben Bella is shown saying
that he is not a Communist (leaving the viewer to infer that he must be
one too). Finally, Martin Luther King is shown shaking hands with Ben
Bella, and is quoted as saying that he (King) isn't a Communist either. Rich-
ard Nixon is shown with Castro, but there seems to be no indication that
Nixon is a Communist, because he never says that he is not.

One picture shows men marching along abreast with Castro, locking arms.
The next sequence shows Civil Rights demonstrators marching abreast, with
arms locked. I suppose the idea here is that people who lock arms are Com-
munists. The film exposes the viewer to riots in various places in the world,
some of which were undoubtedly connected with the activities of Communists;
but I could find no rational connection between such riots and Civil Rights
demonstrations.

Whoever made the film was probably unaware that the "black belt" in
the South is not a phrase of recent origin, but refers to the cotton belt. The
"region derives its name from the black soil which is prevalent [there] in
contrast to the red clays to the north and south" (Cochran, et al., Concise
Dictionary of American History, p. 99). The film implies that "black belt"
is a name for a new country of Negro Communists — the "black" referring
to skin pigmentation. A similar distortion occurs when the film implies
that a Castro slogan "Venceremos!" (which probably means "Let's Win")
was translated into English by Negro Communists and set to music as "We
Shall Overcome." Actually the music is an old Baptist hymn called "I'll Over-
come."

Two Negroes in the film speak against Civil Rights. They are persons
who once embraced Communism, but saw the light and returned to con-
demn it. One, a little old lady, tells such a pat story that the viewer suspects
she might have picked it up at Birch headquarters. The other is a poor
fellow with no teeth. He appears so ignorant and imperceptive that one
begins to wonder if he was drummed out of the party for giving it a non-
progressive image and that was when his feelings were hurt. Anyway,
the crucial thing about the two renegades is that their testimonies did not
make the crucial connection between Civil Rights movements and Com-
munism, except to say that such demonstrations make Communists happy.
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